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Abstract
We consider the penalty method for solving generalized nonlinear variational inequalities. We obtain some existence theorems
for the variational inequalities by the penalty method in reflexive real Banach spaces.
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1. Introduction
In this work, by using the penalty method, we study the existence of solutions for a class of generalized nonlinear
variational inequalities with set-valued mapping in Banach spaces.
Throughout this work, let X be a reflexive real Banach space with its dual X∗, and let 〈ω, x〉 denote the pairing
between ω in X∗ and x in X . Let K be a nonempty closed convex subset of X , and let N (·, ·) : X∗ × X∗ → X∗ be a
single-valued mapping, S, T : X → 2X∗ be two set-valued mappings.
We consider a generalized multivalued nonlinear variational inequality problem (GMNVIP) with set-valued
mapping: for each given element ω in X∗, determine an element u ∈ K , f ∈ Su, g ∈ Tu such that
〈N ( f, g)− ω, v − u〉 ≥ 0, ∀v ∈ K . (1)
If N (x, y) = x − y, S and T are two single-valued mappings, then problem (1) is equivalent to finding u ∈ K such
that
〈Su − Tu − ω, v − u〉 ≥ 0, ∀v ∈ K , (2)
a problem studied by Verma [1].
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If T = 0, S is a single-valued mapping, N (x, y) = x , then problem (2) is equivalent to finding u ∈ K such that
〈Su − ω, v − u〉 ≥ 0, ∀v ∈ K , (3)
a problem introduced and studied by Browder [2].
Remark 1.1. For a suitable choice of N , S and T , the problem (1) includes many kinds of known variational
inequalities as special cases (see [1–3] and the references therein).
In what follows, → and⇀ stand for strong and weak convergence, respectively.
2. Preliminaries
For our results, we need the following concepts and lemmas.
Definition 2.1 (See [4]). Let T : X → 2X∗ be a multivalued mapping.
(i) The mapping T is said to be pseudo-monotone provided that:
(P1) For each x ∈ D(T ), the image T x is a nonempty closed and convex subset of X∗.
(P2) If {xn} is a sequence in D(T ) converging weakly to x ∈ D(T ) and if fn ∈ T xn is such that
lim sup〈 fn, xn − x〉 ≤ 0, then to each element y ∈ D(T ) there corresponds an f (y) ∈ T x with the property that
〈 f (y), x − y〉 ≤ lim inf〈 fn, xn − y〉.
(P3) For each finite dimensional subspace F of X , the mapping T is continuous from D(T )∩ F to X∗ in the weak
topology.
(ii) The mapping T is said to have the generalized pseudo-monotone property if for any sequence {[xn, fn]} ⊂
G(T ) (graph of T ) with x ⇀ x in X and fn ⇀ f in X∗ such that lim sup〈 fn, xn − x〉 ≤ 0, we have f ∈ T x and
〈 fn, xn〉 → 〈 f, x〉.
(iii) The mapping T is said to be monotone if for any x, y ∈ D(T ), the inequality 〈 f − g, x − y〉 ≥ 0 holds for all
f ∈ T x and g ∈ T y.
(iv) The monotone mapping T is said to be maximal if the inequality 〈 f − g, x − y〉 ≥ 0 for all [y, g] ∈ G(T )
implies x ∈ D(T ) and f ∈ T x .
(v) The mapping T is said to be coercive if there exists a function C : R+ → R+ with C(r)→∞ as r →∞ such
that 〈 f, x〉 ≥ C(‖x‖)‖x‖,∀[x, f ] ∈ G(T ).
Definition 2.2 (See [5]). (i) A mapping S : X → 2X∗ is said to be ϕ − p monotone with respect to the first argument
of the mapping N : X∗ × X∗ → X∗ if there exists a function ϕ : R+ → R+ and a constant p ≥ 1 such that
〈N (x, ·〉 − N (y, ·)〉 ≥ ϕ(‖u − v‖)‖u − v‖p (4)
for all u, v ∈ D(S), x ∈ Su, y ∈ Sv.
(ii) A mapping T : X → 2X∗ is said to be relaxed ψ − p monotone with respect to the second argument of the
mapping N : X∗ × X∗ → X∗ if there exist a function ψ : R+ → R+ and a constant p ≥ 1 such that
〈N (·, w〉 − N (·, z), u − v〉 ≥ −ψ(‖u − v‖)‖u − v‖p (5)
for all v, v ∈ D(T ), w ∈ Tu and z ∈ T v.
Definition 2.3 (See [1]). (i) A single-valued mapping T : X → X∗ is said to be ϕ − p monotone if, for all u, v ∈ X ,
there exist a function ϕ : R+ → R+ and p ≥ 1 such that
〈Tu − T v, u − v〉 ≥ ϕ(‖u − v‖)‖u − v‖p. (6)
(ii) T : X → X∗ is said to be relaxed ψ − p monotone if there exist a function ψ : R+ → R+ and a constant p ≥ 1
such that
〈Tu − T v, u − v〉 ≥ −ψ(‖u − v‖)‖u − v‖p. (7)
Definition 2.4 (See [4]). A single-valued bounded demicontinuous monotone operator P : X → X∗ with the property
that K = ker P = N (P) = {x ∈ z|Px = 0} is said to be the penalty operator of K ⊂ X .
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Definition 2.5. The mapping J : X → 2X∗ given by J x = { f ∈ X∗|〈 f, x〉 = ‖x‖2 = ‖ f ‖2} is called the normalized
duality mapping of X .
Remark 2.1. When the dual space X∗ is strict convex, J is a single-valued mapping. In what follows, the reflexive
Banach spaces will be considered equivalently renormed as strictly convex spaces and we may assume that J is a
single-valued operator.
The structure of the penalty operator is described by the following (see [4]).
Lemma 2.1. Let J : X → X∗ be the duality mapping and let PK : X → X be the projection on K . Then the mapping
P = J (I − PK ) (I denotes the identity map on X) is a penalty operator of K .
Lemma 2.2 (See [6]). Let T : X → 2X∗ be a multivalued monotone mapping such that T x is a weak compact convex
subset of X∗. If T is upper semi-continuous from line segments in X to the weak topology of X∗, then T is maximal
monotone.
Lemma 2.3 (See [4]). (i) Any maximal monotone mapping T : X → 2X∗ with D(T ) = X is a pseudo-monotone one.
(ii) Any pseudo-monotone mapping has the generalized pseudo-monotone property.
(iii) If T : X → 2X∗ is a maximal monotone and coercive mapping, then T is surjective.
3. Main results
Now, we give our main results in this work.
Theorem 3.1. Let X be a (strictly convex) real reflexive Banach space, X∗ be its dual space and K be a nonempty
convex closed subset of X with 0 ∈ K. Let S, T : X → 2X∗ be two set-valued mappings satisfying (4) and (5),
respectively, where functions ϕ,ψ : R+ → R+ satisfy ϕ(t) ≥ ψ(t) for all t ≥ 0, D(T ) = D(S) = X; suppose that
u 7−→ N (Su, Tu) is a bounded multivalued mapping such that each N (Su, Tu) is a weakly compact convex subset of
X∗ and N (S(·), T (·)) is upper semi-continuous from line segments in X to the weak topology of X∗. If the mapping
N (S(·), T (·)) is coercive, then for any ω ∈ X∗, there exists at least one solution of the GMNVIP (1).
Proof. Since the mappings S and T satisfy (4) and (5), respectively, then, for all u, v ∈ X , x ∈ Su, y ∈ Sv, w ∈ Tu,
z ∈ T v, we have
〈N (x, w)− N (y, z), u − v〉 = 〈N (x, z)− N (y, z), u − v〉 + 〈N (x, w)− N (x, z), u − v〉
≥ (ϕ(‖v − u‖)− ψ(‖v − u‖))‖u − v‖p ≥ 0.
Therefore N (S(·), T (·)) is a multivalued monotone mapping. From the assumptions of theorem and Lemma 2.2, we
know that N (S(·), T (·)) is a maximal monotone mapping. By Lemma 2.3(iii), it has the generalized pseudo-monotone
property.
Now, let P = J (I − PK ) be the penalty operator of K (see Lemma 2.1). We prove first that for each ε > 0, there
exists at least one solution uε of the equation
ω ∈ N (Su, Tu)+ 1
ε
Pu. (8)
Indeed, since P is a demicontinuous monotone operator, P is a hemicontinuous monotone operator. By Corollary
III 2.3 in [4], P is maximal monotone. By Theorem III 3.6 in [4], N (S(·), T (·)) + 1
ε
P is maximal monotone since
int(D(P) ∩ D(S(·), T (·))) = X .
Let u ∈ X , y ∈ Su, z ∈ Tu. We have that
〈N (y, z), u〉 + 1
ε
〈Pu, u〉 = 〈N (y, z), u〉 + 1
ε
〈Pu − P0, u − 0〉
≥ 〈N (y, z), u〉
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by the monotonicity of P , and 0 ∈ K ; therefore N (S(·), T (·)) + 1
ε
P is coercive since N (S(·), T (·)) is coercive. By
Lemma 2.3(iii), for each ε ≥ 0 there exists an uε ∈ X which is a solution of Eq. (8). Since ω ∈ R(N (S(·), T (·))+ 1ε P),
then
ω = N ( fε, gε)+ 1
ε
Puε, for some fε ∈ Suε, gε ∈ Tuε.
By the coercivity condition, we have
〈ω, uε〉 = 〈N ( fε, gε), uε〉 + 1
ε
〈Puε, uε〉
≥ C(‖uε‖)‖uε‖.
Hence {uε|ε > 0} remains bounded as ε → 0. The boundedness of N (S(·), T (·)) and the fact that Puε =
ε(ω − N ( fε, gε)) imply that ‖Puε‖ ≤ C for some constant C > 0. By reflexivity of X , we can choose sequences
{un}, { fn} and {gn}, un = uεn , fn = fεn , gn = gεn such that un ⇀ u in X and N ( fn, gn) ⇀ w in X∗ as εn → 0.
Using the fact that ‖Pun‖ −→ 0 as n →∞, and taking the limit in the monotonicity relation, we get that
0 ≤ lim〈Pu − Pun, v − un〉 = 〈Pu, v − u〉, ∀y ∈ X.
Set v = u + t z with t > 0 and let z be arbitrarily chosen in X . Hence 〈P(u + t z), z〉 ≥ 0 and, by the hemicontinuity
of P , we get that 〈Pu, z〉 ≥ 0 for all z ∈ X as t → 0. Hence Pu = 0, i.e., u ∈ K .
By (8) and monotonicity of P , we have
〈N ( fn, gn)− ω, u − un〉 = 1
εn
〈Pu − Pun, u − un〉 ≥ 0.
Therefore
lim sup〈N ( fn, gn), un − u〉 ≤ lim sup〈ω, un − u〉 = 0.
By Lemma 2.3(ii) and Definition 2.1(ii), we deduce that
w ∈ N (Su, Tu), and 〈N ( fn, gn), un〉 → 〈w, u〉, as n →∞.
Let f ∈ Su, g ∈ Tu be such that w = N ( f, g). Then
〈N ( f, g), u − v〉 = lim inf〈N ( fn, gn), un − v〉
= lim inf
〈
ω − 1
εn
Pun, un − v
〉
= lim inf〈ω, un − v〉 − lim sup 1
εn
〈Pun − Pv, un − v〉
≤ 〈ω, u − v〉 ∀v ∈ K .
So, 〈N ( f, g)− ω, v − u〉 ≥ 0, for all v ∈ K , as claimed. 
For the single-valued operator N (S(·), T (·)) = S − T , Theorem 3.1 reduces to
Corollary 3.1. Let the single-valued mapping S, T : X → X∗ be hemicontinuous from line segments in X to the
weak topology of X∗ such that S and T , respectively, satisfy (6) and (7), where ϕ(t)−ψ(t) ≥ 0. If S− T is coercive
and 0 ∈ K, then for any ω ∈ X∗, the problem (2) has a solution.
For T = 0, Corollary 3.1 reduces to
Corollary 3.2. Let S : X → X∗ be a hemicontinuous and coercive operator such that (6) is satisfied. If 0 ∈ K, then
for any ω ∈ X∗, the problem (3) has a solution.
Remark 3.1. When ϕ(t) ≡ 0, by Corollary 3.2, we get the Browder theorem of [2].
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